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Examples of symmetric primitives

D. J. Bernstein

message len tweak key encrypts authenticates

Permutation fixed no no — —

Compression function fixed yes no — —

Block cipher fixed no yes yes —

Tweakable block cipher fixed yes yes yes —

Hash function variable no no — —

MAC (without nonce) variable no yes no yes

MAC (using nonce) variable yes yes no yes

Stream cipher variable yes yes yes no

Authenticated cipher variable yes yes yes yes
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1994 Wheeler–Needham “TEA,

a tiny encryption algorithm”:

void encrypt(uint32 *b,uint32 *k)

{

uint32 x = b[0], y = b[1];

uint32 r, c = 0;

for (r = 0;r < 32;r += 1) {

c += 0x9e3779b9;

x += y+c ^ (y<<4)+k[0]

^ (y>>5)+k[1];

y += x+c ^ (x<<4)+k[2]

^ (x>>5)+k[3];

}

b[0] = x; b[1] = y;

}
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}

4

uint32: 32 bits (b0; b1; : : : ; b31)

representing the “unsigned”

integer b0 + 2b1 + · · ·+ 231b31.

+: addition mod 232.

c += d: same as c = c + d.

^: xor; ⊕; addition of

each bit separately mod 2.

Lower precedence than + in C,

so spacing is not misleading.

<<4: multiplication by 16, i.e.,

(0; 0; 0; 0; b0; b1; : : : ; b27).

>>5: division by 32, i.e.,

(b5; b6; : : : ; b31; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0).
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Fast attack:

TEA4k (x + 231; y) and

TEA4k (x; y) have same first bit.
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are replaced by shifts of &, |.
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changes quickly through columns

(0; 4; 8; 1; 5; 9; 2; 6; 10; 3; 7; 11).

Other swaps diffuse changes

through rows. Deliberately limited

swaps per round ⇒ faster rounds

on a wide range of platforms.
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quickly across bit positions.

x, y, z interaction diffuses

changes quickly through columns

(0; 4; 8; 1; 5; 9; 2; 6; 10; 3; 7; 11).

Other swaps diffuse changes

through rows. Deliberately limited

swaps per round ⇒ faster rounds

on a wide range of platforms.
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uint32 x,y,z;
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b[4+c]=y^x ^((x|z)<<1);

b[ c]=z^y ^((x&y)<<3);

}
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Other swaps diffuse changes
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